Gauge

Needles & Notions

Sizes

174yd/160m/100g
Chunky weight, multi-plied yarn.
Set 5mm/UK6/US8 DPNs/Circular or size
needed to obtain gauge
Stitch marker as necessary
Tapestry needle

Sample details

Wensleydale Aran
[174yd/160m per 100g; 100% Wool]
King Cole Merino Blend DK
[123yd/112m per 50g; 100% Merino]
Note: Hat is worked with both yarns worked
together throughout.

16 sts x 20 rows to 4in/10cm on 5mm needles
over St.St.
To fit sizes: 17 [20, 22] in/43 [51, 56] cm
Finished size: 15 [17.5, 20] in/38 [44.5, 50.5] cm

Skills required

Knit & purl sts, knitting in the round, increases
& decreases, 3-needle bind-off OR kitchener
stitch
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Yarn

K:

knit

P:

purl

RS:

right side

WS:

wrong side

Rnd/rnd:

round

rpt:

repeat

st(s):

stitch(es)

Pattern Support

Pompoms
The pompoms in the photo shown were made on
a 3” diameter template.
Try to avoid over filling the pompom, as this
would make them very heavy and likely to drag
the top of the Hat down, or worse still, break off.
Instead of pompoms you could add tassels,
I-cords, buttons, bells or any other kind of
decoration!

Finishing
Weave in all ends. A gentle wash and blocking is
recommended.

I'm afraid I'm unable to offer pattern support via
email for my free patterns. Should you have any
questions regarding this pattern please visit the
Woolly Wormhead group on Ravelry:
http://www.ravelry.com/groups/woolly-wormheads-hats

Special techniques
Also available from Woolly Wormhead

The two yarns are held together throughout.
Alternatively, a single yarn that provides the same
gauge can be used.
Cast on 60 [70, 80] sts

Karenin

How to

Body
Rnd 1: *K5, P5; repeat from * to end
This round forms the pattern for the body. Work
in pattern until the Hat measures approximately
8 [8.5, 9] in/20 [21.5, 23] cm (or desired length).

Crown
Divide stitches evenly in half and perform either a
3-needle bind off, kitchener stitch or a crochet
bind off. Alternatively, cast off and seam along
top.

Taboosh

Join in the round, being careful not to twist
stitches. Place stitch marker to indicate start of
round.

A warm and protective
knit, this aran weight
aviator style Hat with
integrated earflaps
offers comfort on cold
days and long nights.
(WW198KKarenin)

This pillbox style Hat
stands tall with its
tapering shape and
firm fabric.
(WW202KTaboosh)

Making use of twisted
stitches that slip
around the entire hat,
this beret is given great
drape thanks to the silk
content of the yarn.
(WW196KAnnular)
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Tutorials for 3-needle bind-off, kitchener stitch
and crochet bind-off can be download in PDF
format from here:
http://www.woollywormhead.com/knitting-crochet/

Annular

Product no. WW043FBridget

Abbreviations

Woolly Wormhead
Woolly Wormhead is a Hat Architect.
With an instinctive flair for unusual construction and a passion
for innovation, Woolly Wormhead is a designer whose patterns
are trusted and celebrated by knitters all over the world. As a
designer, Woolly is driven by a need to create and develop her
understanding of 3D form. Communicating her ideas and
sharing her specialised knowledge with her audiences is key to
Woolly’s success as a designer. Woolly's high quality pattern
writing ensures perfect results, teaches new skills and
encourages us all to become Hat architects.
Visit www.woollywormhead.com for further details.

